Let ξ 0 , ξ 1 , · · · , ξ ω−1 be observations from the hidden Markov model with probability distribution P θ 0 , and let ξ ω , ξ ω+1 , · · · be observations from the hidden Markov model with probability distribution P θ 1 . The parameters θ 0 and θ 1 are given, while the change point ω is unknown.
1. Introduction. The problem of quick detection, with low false-alarm rate, of abrupt changes in stochastic dynamic systems arises in a variety of applications, including industrial quality control, segmentation of signals, financial engineering, biomedical signal processing, edge detection in images, and the diagnosis of faults in the elements of computer communication networks. A comprehensive summary in this area was given by Basseville and Nikiforov (1993) , and Lai (1995 Lai ( , 2001 . A typical such problem in segmentation of signals that of using an automatic segmentation of the signal as the first processing step, and a segmentation algorithm splits the signal into homogenous segments, the lengths of which are adapted to the local characteristics of the analyzed signal. The main desired properties of a segmentation algorithm are few false alarms and missed detections, and low detection delay. In the standard formulation of the change point detection problem, there is a sequence of observations whose distribution changes at some unknown time ω, and the goal is to detect this change as soon as possible under false alarm constraints.
When the observations ξ n are independent with a common density function f θ 0 for n < ω and with another common density function f θ 1 for n ≥ ω. A minimax formulation proposed by Lorden (1971) , in which he showed that subject to the "average run length" (ARL) constraint, Page's CUSUM procedure asymptotically minimizes the "worst case" detection delay.
Instead of studying the optimal detection problem via sequential testing theory, Moustakides (1986) formulated the worst case detection delay problem subject to an ARL constraint as an optimal solution to the optimal stopping problem. Ritov (1991) later gave a simpler proof.
For change point detection in complex dynamic systems beyond i.i.d. setting, Bansal and Panpantioni-Kazakos (1986) extended Lorden's asymptotic theory to the case where ξ j are stationary ergodic sequences, under the condition that {ξ j , j < ω} (before the change point) and {ξ j , j ≥ ω} (after the change point) are independent, and proved the asymptotic optimality of the CUSUM algorithm. Further extensions to general stochastic sequences ξ n were obtained by Lai (1995 Lai ( , 1998 . Moreover, using a change of measure argument, Lai (1998) also established the asymptotic optimality of the CUSUM rule under several alternative performance criteria. In the dynamic system of hidden Markov models, Fuh (2003a) proved that the CUSUM scheme is asymptotic optimal in the sense of Lorden (1971) . His method related the CUSUM procedure to certain one-sided sequential probability ratio tests in hidden Markov models, to which they had been shown, in Section 4 of Fuh (2003a) , to be asymptotic optimal for testing simple hypotheses.
In the simple system of independent observations before and after the change. A Bayesian formulation, proposed by Shiryayev (1963 Shiryayev ( , 1978 , in which the change point is assumed to have a geometric prior distribution, and the goal is to minimize the expected delay subject to an upper bound on false alarm probability. He used optimal stopping theory to show that the Bayes rule triggers an alarm as soon as the posterior probability that a change has occured exceeds some fixed level. Roberts (1966) considered the non-Bayesian setting, and studied by simulation the average run length of this rule, and found it to be very good. Pollak and Siegmund (1975) extended Shiryayev's work in a non-Bayesian setting. And Pollak (1985) showed that the (modified) Shiryayev-Roberts rule is asymptotic minimax under the formulation of Pollak and Siegmund (1975) . Later Yakir (1997) proved that the procedure is strictly optimal for a slight reformulation of the problem. Finally, we mention that Yakir (1994) studied Bayesian optimal detection for a finite state Markov chain.
As noted by Basseville and Nikiforov (1993) in their monograph, there is a great deal of literature on detection algorithms in complex systems but relatively little on the statistical properties and optimality theory of detection procedures beyond very simple models. The primary goal of this paper is to investigate theoretical aspect of the Shiryayev-Roberts-Pollak (SRP) change point detection rule in hidden Markov models. We show that the SRP procedure is asymptotic minimax (or second-order asymptotic optimal) in the sense of Pollak (1985) .
Next, we present a second-order asymptotic approximation for the expected stopping time of such stopping scheme when ω = 1. Motivated by the sequential analysis in hidden Markov models, a nonlinear renewal theory for Markov random walks is also given. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the hidden Markov model and formulate the sequential change point detection problem. Then we provide a Markov chain representation of the likelihood ratio. A nonlinear Markov renewal theory is given in Section 3. In Section 4, we show that the SRP rule is second-order asymptotic optimal under mild conditions. In Section 5, we study the asymptotic operating characteristics of the detection procedure, and derive a second-order asymptotic approximation for the expected stopping scheme when ω = 1. All proofs are given in Sections 6, 7 and 8, respectively.
Problem formulation.
A hidden Markov model is defined as a parameterized
Markov chain in a Markovian random environment [Fuh (2003a) ], with the underlying environmental Markov chain viewed as missing data. That is, for each θ ∈ Θ ⊂ R q , the unknown parameter, we consider X = {X n , n ≥ 0} as an ergodic (positive recurrent, irreducible and aperiodic) Markov chain on a finite state space D = {1, 2, · · · , d}, with transition probabil-
pose that an additive component ξ n , taking values in R, is adjoined to the chain such that {(X n , ξ n ), n ≥ 0} is a Markov chain on D × R and conditioning on the full X sequence, ξ n is a Markov chain with probability
for each n and B ∈ B(R), the Borel σ-algebra of R. Furthermore, we assume the existence of a transition probability density for the Markov chain {(X n , ξ n ), n ≥ 0} with respect to a σ-finite measure µ on R such that
where f (ξ k ; ϕ X k (θ)|ξ k−1 ) is the transition probability density of ξ k given ξ k−1 and X k with respect to µ, θ ∈ Θ is the unknown parameter, and ϕ y (·) is a function defined on the parameter space Θ for each y = 1, · · · , d. Here and in the sequel, we assume the Markov chain {(X n , ξ n ), n ≥ 0} has stationary probability Γ with probability density π x (θ)f (·; ϕ x (θ)) with respect to µ. In this paper, we assume that only one parameter is of interest and treat the other parameters as nuisance parameters. That is, for simplicity, we consider θ ∈ Θ ⊆ R as an one-dimensional unknown parameter. For convenience of notation, we write π x for π x (θ) and p xy for p xy (θ), respectively. We call a process {ξ n , n ≥ 0} a hidden Markov model if there is a Markov chain {X n , n ≥ 0} such that the process {(X n , ξ n ), n ≥ 0} satisfies (2.1) and (2.2).
Let ξ 0 , ξ 1 , · · · , ξ ω−1 be the observations from the hidden Markov model {ξ n , n ≥ 0} with distribution P θ 0 , and let ξ ω , ξ ω+1 , · · · be the observations from the hidden Markov model {ξ n , n ≥ 0} with distribution P θ 1 . Both θ 0 and θ 1 are given, while the change point ω is unknown. We shall use P ω to denote such a probability measure (with change time ω) and use P ∞ to denote the case ω = ∞ (no change point). Denote E ω as the corresponding expectation under P ω . The objectives are to raise an alarm as soon as possible after the change and to avoid false alarms. A detection scheme is a stopping time on the sequence of observations and to minimize the number of post change observations. Hence, the stopping time N should satisfy {N ≥ ω} but, at the same time, keep N − ω small. In this paper, we use the functional studied by Pollak and Siegmund (1975) and Pollak (1985) , to find a stopping time N to minimize To describe the Shiryayev-Roberts-Pollak (SRP) change point detection scheme, we need the following notations. For fixed θ 0 , θ 1 ∈ Θ. Let ξ 0 , ξ 1 , · · · , ξ n be the observations given from the hidden Markov model {ξ n , n ≥ 0}, denote
. Given an approximate threshold B > 0 and let b = log B, define the Shiryayev-Roberts scheme
A simple modification of (2.7) was given by Pollak (1985) by adding a randomization on the initial LR 0 n . This will be defined precisely in Section 4. It is worth noting that while the SRP rule (2.5)-(2.7) is asymptotic minimax in the i.i.d.
cases [Pollak (1985) ], it is nontrivial that if it is still true in hidden Markov models? To give a definite answer for this problem, we need to consider the likelihood ratio LR n appeared in (2.5) since (2.6) can be analyzed in the same manner. Note that the non-additive form of (2.5) makes it difficulty to analyze. A key idea to get rid of this difficulty is to represent the likelihood ratio (2.5) as the ratio of L 1 -norm of products of Markov random matrices. This device has been proposed by Fuh (2003a) to study SPRT and CUSUM for hidden Markov models. Here, we carry out the same idea to have a representation of the likelihood ratio LR n . 
Given a column vector
for k = 1, · · · , n, and 
Then the system {(Y n , T n (θ)), n ≥ 0} is called a product of Markov random matrices on
y as the probability of {(Y n , T n (θ)), n ≥ 0} with Y 0 = y, and E θ y as the expectation under P θ y . Let u ∈ R d be a d-dimensional vector, u := u/||u|| the normalization of u (||u|| = 0), and
For simplicity, we let P θ (y,u) := P θ (·, ·) and denote E θ (y,u) as the expectation under P θ (y,u) . Since the Markov chain {(X n , ξ n ), n ≥ 0} has transition probability density, it leads that the induced transition probability P(·, ·) has a density with respect to µ.
Denote it as P for simplicity. Under Condition C given below, the Markov chain {W θ n , n ≥ 0} having an invariant probability measure
A nonlinear Markov renewal theory.
Since {W θ n , n ≥ 0} defined in (2.13) is a Markov chain on a general state space D × P (R d ) × P (R d ), in this section, for simplicity of notation, let {X n , n ≥ 0} be a Markov chain on a general state space X with σ-algebra A, which is irreducible with respect to a maximal irreducibility measure on (X , A) and is aperiodic. Let S n = n k=1 ξ k be the additive component, taking values in the real line R, such that {(X n , S n ), n ≥ 0} is a Markov chain on X × R with transition probability
for all x ∈ X , A ∈ A and B ∈ B(R) (:= Borel σ-algebra on R). The chain {(X n , S n ), n ≥ 0} is called a Markov random walk. In this section, let P ν (E ν ) denote the probability (expectation) under the initial distribution on X 0 is ν. If ν is degenerate at x, we shall simply write P x (E x ) instead of P ν (E ν ). We assume throughout this section that there exists a stationary probability
Let {Z n = S n + η n , n ≥ 0} be a perturbed Markov random walk in the following sense:
S n is a Markov random walk, η n is F n -measurable, where F n is the σ-algebra generated by
and η n is slowly changing, that is, max 1≤t≤n |η t |/n → 0 in probability.
Let {A = A(t; λ), λ ∈ Λ} be a family of boundary functions for some index set Λ. Define
This section concerns the approximations of the distribution of the overshoot, and expected stopping time E ν T as the boundary tends to infinity.
In the case of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables ξ n with common positive mean. Nonlinear renewal theory concerning boundary crossing times and its applications has been studied by Siegmund (1977, 1979) , Woodroofe (1976 Woodroofe ( , 1977 , Zhang (1988) , and among others. A good summary for this topic can be found in Woodroofe (1982) , and Siegmund (1985) , and references therein. 
In this section, we shall assume that {X n , n ≥ 0} is V -uniformly ergodic. Under irreducibility and aperiodicity assumption, V -uniformly ergodic implies that there exist r > 0 and 0 < ρ < 1 such that for all h and n ≥ 1,
see pages 382-383 of Meyn and Tweedie (1993) . When V ≡ 1, this reduces to the classical uniform ergodic condition.
The following assumptions for Markov chains will be used in this section.
} < ∞ for some r ≥ 1.
A3. Let ν be an initial distribution of the Markov chain {X n , n ≥ 0}, assume that for some
A4. There exists a σ-finite measure µ on (X , A) such that for all x ∈ X , the probability 
If no such d exists, the Markov random walk is called nonlattice. A lattice random walk whose shift function γ is identically 0 is called arithmetic.
To establish the nonlinear Markov renewal theorem, we shall make use of (3.1) in conjunction with the following extension of Cramer's (strongly nonlattice) condition [Götze and Hipp (1983) , (2.5) on page 216]: There exists δ > 0 such that for all m, n = 1, 2, · · ·, δ −1 < m < n, and all θ ∈ R with |θ| ≥ δ
By using Markov renewal theory [Kesten (1974) , Alsmeyer (1994) , Fuh and Lai (2001) and Fuh (2003b) ] and Wald equations for Markov random walks [Fuh and Lai (1998) , and Fuh and
Zhang (2000)], our approach is based on the investigation of the difference between T λ and a stopping time crossing linear boundaries with varying drift. That is, we first define
and to establish the uniform integrability of
Then we derive nonlinear Markov renewal theory directly from parallel results in the linear case via the uniform integrabilities and the weak convergence of the overshoot.
, denote the transition probability associated with the Markov random walk generated by the ascending ladder variable S τ (0,u) .
Under the V -uniform ergodicity condition and E π ξ 1 > 0, a similar argument as page 255 of Fuh and Lai (2001) leads that the transition probability P u 
for every real number t with P d * + {W = t} = 0.
The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Section 6.
To study uniform integrabilities of the powers of the differences for linear and nonlinear stopping times, we shall first give the regularity conditions on η = {η n , n ≥ 1}. The process η is said to be regular with p ≥ 0 and 1/2 < α ≤ 1 if there exists a random variable L, a function f (·) and a sequence of random variables U n , n ≥ 1, such that (3.22) and for some w > 0,
We shall set f (n) to be the median of η n when η is not regular and extend f to a function on [1, ∞) by linear interpolation. Therefore we can define τ = τ λ = τ (c λ , d λ ), and c λ =
Theorem 2 Assume A1, A4 hold, and A2, A3 hold with r = p (p + 1)/α for some p ≥ 1, p > 1 and 1/2 < α ≤ 1. Suppose η is regular with p ≥ 1, 1/2 < α ≤ 1, and that there exist constants δ and µ * with 0 < δ < 1 and 0 < µ * < E π ξ 1 such that
The proof of Theorem 2 is given in Section 6.
We need the following notations and definitions before Theorem 3. For a given Markov random walk {(X n , S n ), n ≥ 0}, let ν be an initial distribution of X 0 and define ν * (B) =
and E π |g| < ∞. Define operators P and P π by (Pg)(x) = E x g(x, X 1 , ξ 1 ) and P π g = E π g(X 0 , X 1 , ξ 1 ) respectively, and set g = Pg. We shall consider solutions ∆(x) = ∆(x; g) of the Poisson equation
where I is the identity operator. Under conditions A1-A4, it is known [Theorem 17.4.2 of Meyn and Tweedie (1993) ] that the solution ∆ of (3.28) exists and bounded.
Theorem 3 Assume A1, A4 hold, and A2, A3 hold with r = 2 + p for some p > 1. Let ν be (3.30) and that there exist constants d
and for any constant K > 0,
The proof of Theorem 3 is given in Section 6.
When A(t, λ) = λ, we have
Corollary 1 Under the assumptions as Theorem 3, then as
(3.37)
4. Asymptotic optimality of the SRP detection procedure. For ease of notation,
be the state space of the Markov chain {W θ n , n ≥ 0} defined in (2.13). Denote w := (y, u, u) andw := (y 0 , π, π), where y 0 = (x 0 , π) ∈ D and x 0 is the initial state of X 0 taken from π. To prove the asymptotic optimality of the SRP rule in hidden Markov models, the following condition C will be assumed throughout this paper.
C1. For each θ ∈ Θ, the Markov chain X = {X n , n ≥ 0} is ergodic (positive recurrent, irreducible and aperiodic) on a finite state space D = {1, · · · , d}. Moreover, the Markov chain {(X n , ξ n ), n ≥ 0} is irreducible, aperiodic and V -uniform ergodic for some V on D with A1 and A2 hold. We also assume the Markov chain {X n , n ≥ 0} has stationary probability Γ with probability density π x (θ)f (·; ϕ x (θ)) with respect to µ.
C2. For each θ ∈ Θ, the random matrices M 0 (θ) and M 1 (θ) defined in (2.9) and (2.10) are invertible P θ almost surely and
The construction of the SRP rule and the proof of its asymptotic optimality can be spitted into two steps. We first prove that it is a limit of Bayes rules, and then we prove the asymptotic optimality. To this end, let us consider the Bayesian formulation of change point detection in a hidden Markov model and denote it by B(β, p, c,w). That is, we assume the initial state of W 0 isw and suppose ω has a prior distribution
where p and β are known constants with 0 < p ≤ 1, 0 ≤ β ≤ 1. The parameter ω is the (unknown) point of change of the process from a hidden Markov model.
Let N be a stopping time adapted to the system of σ-algebras {F n } ∞ n=0 , where F 0 is the natural σ-algebra {∅, X } and
Following the formulation of Shiryayev (1963 Shiryayev ( , 1978 and its modification given by Yakir (1994) for a finite state Markov chain, the risk associated with the detection policy N is
where a + denotes max{a, 0}, and c > 0 is a fixed constant. 
be the posterior probability that the next observation is governed by P θ 1 . There exists a function A p (·), defined on X , such that the stopping time
is the B (β, p, c,w) REMARK. The proposition remains correct when the initial pair (p,w) is random (according to a measure φ). Again, the threshold function does not depend on the initial state.
(Notice that the stopping time does depend on the distribution of the initial state through the dependence on the initial state of the probability of a change.) The structure of the Bayes rule plays a crucial role in the development of the optimal detection time in the non-Bayesian setting.
Denote
and let
It is convenient to reformulate the stopping time N A,p in terms of a different sequence of statistics. By using the same idea as Lemma 2 of Pollak (1985) , it follows that
Since the function y/(y + 1/p) is a monotone function in y, hence the Bayesian stopping time can be rewritten in terms of LR n,p 
(ii) for any set of Bayes problems B(β, p, c,w) with
where the expectation is taken in the Bayes problems B(0, p, c,w) .
The proof of Theorem 4 is given in Section 7.
After understanding the structure of the Bayes rules for detecting a change in hidden Markov models and the characteristics of the limits of such rules, we can turn our attention to the problem of detecting a change in a non-Bayesian setting. We need the following notations first.
Note that R n,p = LR n,p when β = 0. By using the same notations as those in Section 2,
is a product of the functional for the Markov chain {W θ n , n ≥ 0}. Therefore, (4.8) can be rewritten as The idea of defining (4.11) and (4.12) comes from iterated random functions in which it has been used by Pollak (1985) . Here F n (s, w) is driven by a Markov chain, and hence is in the domain of Markovian iterated random functions. Under the contraction property, it will be shown in Lemma 8 of Section 7 that with each B there associates a set of invariant measures
.
It is easy to see that if the distribution of R 0,p isφ, then the distribution of R 0,p conditional on {ω > 0} is φ. Note that φ depends on p. In the manner similar to Theorem 4, choose a
Given the value of the initial state W 0 =w, the initial (R * 0 ,w) is simulated from the distribution ψ, conditioned on the event {W 0 =w}. Define recursively Notice that each one of these detecting policies is an "equalizer rule" in the sense that
for all k > 1. The same is true for the case where ψ has atoms on the boundary, since the randomization law is time independent.
Note that the threshold of the Bayes rule (4.6) depends on the current state of the Markov chain, while the threshold of the SRP rule (4.14) is a constant. We claim in Lemma 7 of Section 7 and Theorem 5 that the difference between these two rules is o(1) as γ → ∞, to which we prove the conjecture raised by Yakir (1994) for finite state Markov chains.
Theorem 5 Assume C1-C2 hold. Suppose that the P ∞ -distribution of LR 1 is nonarithmetic.
Then for any 1 < γ < ∞, there exists a constant δ < b = log B < ∞ and a probability measure
and such that if N is any stopping time which satisfies E
The proof of Theorem 5 is given in Section 7.
Asymptotic approximations for the average run length.
Since 
where P θ 0 (P θ 1 ) denotes the probability of the Markov chain {W θ 0 n , n ≥ 0} ({W θ 1 n , n ≥ 0}), and E P θ 0 (E P θ 1 ) refers to the expectation under P θ 0 (P θ 1 ).
In the rest of this section, we will impose the following mild condition on the KullbackLeibler information numbers:
To derive a second-order approximation for the average run length of the SRP rule, we will apply relevant results from nonlinear Markov renewal theory developed in Section 3. For this purpose, we rewrite the stopping time N b := N ψ b (we delete ψ in this section for simplicity) the form of a Markov random walk crossing a constant threshold plus a nonlinear term that is slowly changing. Note that the stopping time N b can be written in the following form
where S n is a Markov random walk defined in (2.15) with mean E 1 S 1 = K(P θ 1 , P θ 0 ), and η n = log 1 + 
where m + is defined in a similar manner as π + defined in the paragraph before (3.6) in Section 3.
Note that by (5.3), 
where ∆ : X → R solves the Poisson equation
for almost every w ∈ X with E m ∆(W 1 ) = 0.
The crucial observations are that the sequence {η n , n ≥ 1} is slowly changing, and that η n converges P 1 -a.s. as n → ∞ to the random variable η = log 1 + (1988)). The details are omitted.
To prove Theorem 2, we need some lemmas first.
Lemma 1 Let ν be an initial distribution such that
, and let p and α be two constants with p ≥ 1 and 1/2 < α ≤ 1. 
where w is equivalent to V in the sense that for some c (ii) The proof of (ii) can be derived from (i) easily.
Following Lemmas 2 and 3 in Zhang (1988), we have

Lemma 2
Suppose that η is regular with p ≥ 1 and 1/2 < α ≤ 1 and that conditions (3.24) and (3.25) 
Lemma 3 Suppose that η is regular with p ≥ 1 and 1/2 < α ≤ 1 and that condition (3.25)
where
Lemma 4 Under the conditions of Theorem 2 (i),
{((T λ − τ ) + ) p ; λ ∈ Λ} is unif ormly integrable under P ν .
PROOF. For ease of notation, let
max(n 1 , min(T, n * )) and τ = max(n 1 , min(τ, n * )). By Lemmas 1 (i), 2 and 3
Letting γ = (1 − µ * )/5, where µ * is defined in Theorem 2. By (6.5) in Zhang (1988) , there exists a constant K * < ∞,
It follows from Lemma 1 (i), (ii), (3.21) and the condition E
This proves the uniform integrability of {(T − τ ) +p } since the uniform integrability of {T p ; b ≤ b * , λ ∈ Λ} for any given b * is implied by (6.2) in Zhang (1988).
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. (i) For ease of notation, let
, T = max(n 1 , min(T, n 2 )) and τ = max(n 1 , min(τ, n 2 )). Though n 2 is different from n * in Lemma 3, (T − T ) + ≤ (T − τ ) + + (τ − n 2 ) + , and by Lemma 4 we have
Clearly,
By (3.19) and Lemma 2,
On the event {L < n 1 < T ≤ T + n < τ < n 2 },
and by an argument similar to (6.10) of Zhang (1988) , their exists a finite constant K * that does not depend on γ, and δ * = γK
, and by (6.5)
Therefore it follows from (6.5) and (6.7) that for γ = (1 − µ * )/5,
Since γ is arbitrary, we can choose γ small enough that (4δ * /γ ) p ≤ 2. Hence it follows from (6.8), Lemma 1 (i), (ii), (3.21) and Lemma 4 that as min(n 0 , b) → ∞,
And by (6.3) and Lemma 4
(ii) For the case where ∂ 2 A/∂t 2 = 0, the term (τ − b) 2 /b disappears throughout the proof of (i). 
Therefore, by Theorem 2, (3.14) , (3.31), (3.32), (6.14) where
By an argument similar to Theorem 3 (i) of Fuh and Lai (1998) 
and
This completes the proof.
Proofs of theorems in section 4.
To establish asymptotic optimality of the SRP rule and derive the second-order asymptotic approximation for the average run length, we need to apply the nonlinear Markov renewal theory developed in Section 3. Note that the
is induced by the products of random matrices {M n , n ≥ 0}. A positivity hypothesis on the matrices in the support of the Markov chain leads to contraction properties, on which basis the spectral theory is developed in Fuh PROOF. For simplicity of notation, we delete θ in {W θ n , n ≥ 0} in the proof. Note that the random matrices defined in (2.9) and (2.10) have probability density with respect to µ.
Therefore, there exists a measurable function
where X g(w, w ) µ(dw ) > 0 for all w ∈ X . For an arbitrary stopping time τ = h(W n ) for
. Therefore, given any P m -a.s. finite stopping time τ for {W n , n ≥ 0}, the family (P τ +1 (w, ·)) w∈X is nonsingular with respect to µ τ .
We have thus particularly shown that, if P has a probability density with respect to µ, then already for all n ≥ 1 (with in general different µ). Let g τ be such that
where X g τ (w, w ) µ τ (dw ) > 0 for all w ∈ X. It is easy to check that all µ and µ τ are absolutely continuous with respect to m.
satisfies m(Γ 0 (A × B)) = 1 and thus also P(w, Γ 0 (A × B)) = 1 for m-almost all w ∈ X . Re cursively, define 
Hence by Lemma 4.3 by Niemi and Nummelin (1986) , there exists a m-positive set Γ 1 ⊂ Γ ∞ (X ) and a µ-positive set Γ 2 ⊂ Γ ∞ (X ) such that α := inf
A combination of the above result with (7.1) and (7.2) implies
for all w 1 ∈ Γ 1 and A × B ∈ B(X ). By defining H := Γ ∞ (X 1 ), we obtain an absorbing set such that Γ 1 is a regeneration set for {W n , n ≥ 0} restricted to H, i.e., Γ 1 is recurrent and satisfies a minorization condition, namely (7.3) . This proves the Harris recurrence of {W n , n ≥ 0} on H. By the previous construction, it is easy to see that H = X . Since {W n , n ≥ 0} possesses a stationary distribution, it is clearly positive Harris recurrent.
Next, we give the proof of aperiodicity. However, if {W n , n ≥ 0} were q-periodic with cyclic classes X 1 , · · · , X q , say, then the q-skeleton (W nq ) n≥0 would have stationary distributions
On the other hand, Y n is aperiodic by definition and T nq (θ)u is also a products of random matrices satisfying condition C1 and thus possesses only one stationary distribution. Consequently, q = 1 and {W n , n ≥ 0} is aperiodic.
Note that we have P w {W n ∈ A × B i. To prove the main results in Section 4, our first aim is to find a sequence of p's, that converge to 0, for which the stopping times N B,p converges to an appropriate stopping time.
Furthermore, for technical reasons, we want all the stopping times in the sequence to be bounded by some stopping time with finite expectation. 
where N B,p is defined as (4.6). PROOF. Let N B,p be defined as (4.6) . Suppose for all w ∈ X , lim inf c→0 e c (w) = e ∞ (w) <
it follows from (7.6) that
for large enough i. 
The proof of Lemma 7 is given in Section 8.
PROOF OF THEOREM 4. By using Proposition 2, Lemmas 5, 6 and 7, the proof of Theorem 4 is similar to that of Theorem 1 in Pollak (1985) . The details are omitted. 
PROOF. Since
It follows that
The existence of the fixed point follows the same argument as that of Lemma 11 in Pollak (1985) .
For a given γ, let N γ be the set of all detecting policies N ψ b , defined as (4.14), for which
In the next lemma it is shown that N γ is not empty. Furthermore, this set contains a stopping rule that is a limit of Bayes stopping rules. 
Lemma 10 Let
m(k) =            B 0 s dψ(s) B 0 s dψ(s) + E ∞ N ψ b , k = 0 P ∞ (N ψ b ≥ k) B 0 s dψ(s) + E ∞ N ψ b , k = 1, 2, · · · .
If one uses
A similar argument applies when using N 
The following lemma generalizes Theorem 5 of Kesten (1973) from products of i.i.d. random matrices to products of Markov random matrices.
Lemma 11
Let M n , n ≥ 0 be the random matrices defined as (2.8) and (2.9). Assume that PROOF. Denote F n as the σ-algebra generated by {ξ 0 , ξ 1 
, and therefore R * n − n is a P ∞ -martingale with expectation E ∞ (R * n − n) = E ∞ R * 0 = B 0 s dψ(s). By using the optional sampling theorem, we have that Pollak (1985) , and is thus omitted.
Proofs of theorems in section 5.
PROOF OF THEOREM 6. Note that the probability P 1 and expectation E 1 in this section is taken under W 0 =w, and we omit it for simplicity. The proof of (5.10) rests on the nonlinear Markov renewal theory from Theorem 3 and Corollary 1. Indeed, by (5.3), the stopping time N ψ b is based on the thresholding of the sum of the Markov random walk S n and the nonlinear term η n . Note that η n −→ n→∞ η P 1 -a.s. and E 1 η n −→ n→∞ E 1 η, and η n , n ≥ 1 are slowly changing under P 1 . In order to apply Theorem 3 and Corollary 1, we have to check the validity of the following three conditions 2) it suffices to show that η n , n ≥ 1 are P 1 -uniformly integrable. Since η n ≤ η and, by (5.9), E 1 η < ∞, the desired uniform integrability follows.
Therefore, condition (8.2) is satisfied.
We now turn to checking condition (8.3). By using E π ξ 1 > 0, and 0 < K(P θ 1 , P θ 0 ) < ∞, we will prove that
≤ e −yεb + α 1 (ε, b), (8.4) where y ε > 0 for all ε > 0 and α 1 (ε, b) = P 1 max Next, we need to prove (8.4) . Denote S k n = log LR k n , and let N = N ψ b for simplicity. For any C > 0, by using a change of measure argument, we have
Choosing C ≤ (1 + ε)(1 − ε)b, then, we have
Recall that R * n is defined in (4.13). Note that under the condition of 0 < K(P θ 1 , P θ 0 ) < ∞, we have
By letting a suitable C, we have the first term of (8.7) ≤ e −yεb , for some y ε > 0, and get the proof of (8.4).
Thus, all conditions of Theorems 3 in Section 3 are satisfied. The use of this theorem yields 
